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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LOCAL DU CHAPTER EARNS CHAIRMAN’S ELITE DESIGNATION
Manassas, VA – March 3, 2021 – The Prince William Chapter of Ducks Unlimited was
recently designated as one of the top volunteer chapters across the nation, receiving recognition
as a Chairman’s Elite Chapter, a designation reserved for chapters that raise at least $1 million in
grassroots income for DU's conservation mission.
The Chairman’s Elite Chapters are among Ducks Unlimited’s most prestigious volunteer
chapters throughout the nation. Every year, the list is reserved for the chapters that raise at least
$1 million for DU’s habitat conservation work. The Prince William chapter ranked at the top of
the list out of 63 chapters in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
“These fundraising events are the backbone of DU’s habitat conservation efforts, and the
volunteers who make up our chapter are the difference,” said PW DU Chapter President, Chip
Rohr. “It takes a great deal of effort to achieve the Chairman’s Elite level, and our chapter
volunteers deserve to be congratulated on this great achievement.”
The Prince William Chapter of Ducks Unlimited is among more than 2,600 DU chapters
nationwide that host more than 3,900 fundraising events throughout the year. DU’s event
fundraising system has become a model for other conservation organizations around the world
and has funded a significant portion of the more than 13.8 million acres of wetlands and
associated habitat DU has conserved since 1937.
To learn more about the Prince William Chapter of Ducks Unlimited and how you can become
involved at the local level, please contact Chip and Nancy Rohr at (703) 369-7821.
# # #
Ducks Unlimited Inc. is the world's largest nonprofit organization dedicated to conserving North
America's continually disappearing waterfowl habitats. Established in 1937, Ducks Unlimited has
conserved more than 14.5 million acres thanks to contributions from more than a million supporters
across the continent. Guided by science and dedicated to program efficiency, DU works toward the vision
of wetlands sufficient to fill the skies with waterfowl today, tomorrow and forever. For more information
on our work, visit www.ducks.org.

